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THE CULTURAL CORE

The main issue adressed in this project is the absence and 
need for a cultural heart of the city in both concrete and 
figurative ways. By expressing an attitude towards how to 
experience and brand the local arts and atmosphere of the 
city, the precinct should become a landmark, distinct from 
other references on cultural identity buildings. This concept 
seeks to enhance the atmosphere and sensousness of the 
city by contrasting the existing environment.

The cultural precinct is thought conceptually as a symbol 
of the creation and performance of arts, expressing the 
intangibility, abstraction and liveliness characterising the 
arts. A distinct symbol of the flourishing of artforms in Gold 
Coast which both generate value by providing a setting for 
the creation and experience of local culture and arts but 
also by creating an icon and a landmark that expresses a 
characteristic way of experiencing local arts and culture. 

The project embraces the dramatic and eventful atmos-
phere present at a performing arts centre. It does this with 
inspiration in bringing the wild and dramatic nature to the 
site in the centre of an otherwise very organized and built 
context. 
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To do this, the entire site is rethought as plot with a potential 
of becoming an recreational and cultural oasis accessible 
by boat or bridge from the city centre.

Functions of the cultural hub are covered by an organic 
skin structure. The undulating landscape emerges from the 
surrounding site. The precinct is embedded in its context 
by the establihment of four paths both breaking and con-

trolling the uncontrollable oasis.The cultural experience is 
sought from underneath the structure as if it is growing from 
underground. A tension is build up while passing through 
the paths, leading underground to culminate in a central, 
covered, outdoors performance space, with a main cultural 
attraction, the main auditorium, seemingly hovering above 
it, inclined between the volumes of the various cultural 
functions.

Thus the cultural precinct and the city itself has a dramatic 
cultural heart and centre in both a symbolic and concrete 
way. 
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SITE PLAN
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ORGANIZATION

To the right is a plan 17,5 meters above water level, 1:1000.

Below is a section 1:1000.
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Upon entrance to the lobby from the central plaza, func-
tions can be accessed from the balconies. Drama and 
main auditorium is accessible from the circular ramp, 
which is initiated bottom left at the image.

Below the main auditorium, which is contained within the 
sphere, is visualized.
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TEAM COMPOSITION

This conceptual project has been carried out as a master’s 
thesis in Architectural Design focussing on cultural building.  
The project has been developed under supervision by pro-
fessor Claus Bonderup, Department of Architecture, Design 
and Media Technology at Aalborg University in Denmark. 

Main focus has been on the architectural concept suited 
for its context as well as the acoustical performance, which 
has been developed under supervision by Professor Poul 
Henning Kirkegaard, Aalborg University.

The team is intent on collaborating with other entities in 
order to further develop this project.

The team is composed by three members, architectural 
design students Tonny Lykke Jensen, Inge Hjelmsø Müller 
and Emil Dornonville de la Cour.

To the right a view a view through a path is visualized, look-
ing towards the sphere. Visible is a bridge, connecting the 
volumes, acting as a circular access path to the sphere au-
ditorium.


